The first step to justice is acknowledging these painful truths and gaining a full understanding of their impacts so that we can unravel the threads of trauma and injustice that linger.¹

I. Introduction

The development of the United States as a country is entwined with a legacy of painful efforts to eradicate the cultures and the presence of individuals deemed “improper” for the sake of land and westward expansion. Included in this list of disgraceful efforts is the decades-long work of the federal government to assimilate American Indians into “Western” culture—in many ways quite successfully detaching them from their culture, tradition, and language. Specifically, the Native American boarding schools in the United States were maintained as prominent efforts to strip Native peoples of their land and their culture, to exploit young bodies for labor, and to conform Native American people into the mold and progression of the dominant Christian culture and values of Western civilization.² The Indian boarding school era was a significant stride in United States’ efforts to assimilate Indigenous people to Western ways such as those that encouraged their participation in capitalism and reliance on individualist lifestyles so much so that the idea of the Indian boarding school institution extended
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². It is imperative to me, as non-Indigenous author, to acknowledge the deep historical trauma of boarding schools that I write about, and the privilege that exists in writing within that perspective. Throughout this Comment, I use “Native American” to refer to Indigenous peoples within U.S. boarders and “Indigenous People” to refer to those within Canadian boarders to address a multitude of tribes, reservations, and villages throughout the United States and Canada but recognize that although peoples may in some ways be linked through their collective experiences and through multi-generational traumas of emotional and physical injury, each tribe is unique in its culture, crafts, and beliefs.
throughout Canada as well. The callous treatment of Native children took place within Indian boarding schools from the late 1800s through the 1970s in both the United States and Canada. While dialogue of the history and trauma of Indian boarding schools has been apparent in Canada, similar discourse regarding the depth and impression that these schools left amongst tribes in the United States seems to be less apparent. However, the recent discovery of mass gravesites surrounding former Indigenous boarding schools in Canada has brought the history of these schools to light.

_The only crime we ever committed as children was being born Indigenous._

Since January 2021, over 1,200 graves have been discovered at former Indigenous boarding school sites in Canada including in Cranbrook, B.C; Kamloops, B.C; Penelakut Island, B.C; and Marieval, Saskatchewan. Native tribes have spoken out in response to these discoveries—specifically, upon the discovery of 215 unmarked graves near the Kamloops Indian Residential School in Kamloops, British Columbia, which operated from 1890 to 1978 under the administration of the Roman Catholic Church. The Kamloops school grew to be the largest of the schools in the Indian Residential School System, reaching peak enrollment in the 1950s at about 500 students. The Canadian government took over the school in 1969 and operated the school as a residence for students who were attending day school. In response to
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the discovery of the gravesite, the Kamloops Indian Board of Tk’emlúps te Secwépemc First Nation “acknowledge[d] their responsibility to caretake for these lost children.” 10 The Board assured its community that with the “deepest respect and love,” a ceremony would be conducted which “ensured that the work was conducted respectfully in light of the serious nature of the investigation with cultural protocols being upheld.” 11

Following the discovery at Kamloops, another gravesite containing the graves of as many as 751 people, many estimated to be children, was discovered at the Marieval Residential School in Saskatchewan, the largest gravesite discovered to date. 12 The Cowessess First Nation made the unearthing and responded by demanding that the Roman Catholic Church who oversaw the school while it was in operation, and Pope Francis, apologize for the ill treatment of Indigenous students. 13

While Canada has experienced substantial previous litigation surrounding the Canadian government’s history of detrimental treatment towards Indigenous people, the United States has hardly a history of providing adequate redress for its historical brutalities. However, in the wake of the recent discovery at the Kamloops and Marieval Indian Residential Schools, and the large public outcry that resulted, the United States Department of the Interior (the Department) Secretary, Deb Haaland, has committed to investigating the history of Indian boarding schools in the United States. 14 This formal investigation marks a huge effort for the United States to not only recognize its historical wrongs, but also to display a seemingly buried history of disparate treatment towards Native Americans which continues to be felt today. 15 Secretary Haaland is a member of the Laguna Pueblo of New Mexico and is the first Native American cabinet secretary. United States Senator Elizabeth Warren offered her support, stating that it is “long overdue
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that the federal government reckon with this history and its legacy.”\textsuperscript{16} As part of the commitment to investigating the history of these schools in the United States, Warren and Haaland authored the Truth and Healing Commission on Indian Boarding School Policy Act with assistance of the National Native American Boarding School Healing Coalition, which was reintroduced on the National Day of Remembrance for U.S Boarding Schools.\textsuperscript{17} The National Native American Boarding School Coalition is the product of leaders from the United States and Canada who saw a need for a process similar to the Canadian Truth and Reconciliation Commission to be established in the United States.\textsuperscript{18} Considerably, the National Native American Boarding School Coalition has been a motivating force behind research and education of the history of boarding schools. The purpose of the Truth and Healing Commission is to formally investigate and document, for the first time in history, cultural genocide, assimilation practices, and human rights violations of Indian Boarding Schools in the United States, to study the impact and ongoing effects of historical and intergenerational trauma in Tribal communities, and to provide a forum for Indigenous victims and families to discuss the personal impacts of physical, psychological, and spiritual violence.\textsuperscript{19}

Christine Diindiisi McCleave, CEO of the National Native American Boarding School Healing Coalition, is hopeful that the “climate has changed” and is reminded that “in the last year, since the murder of George Floyd, people are more committed now to looking at racism and examining this country’s history and examining its policies that were racist or genocidal.”\textsuperscript{20} The Coalition supports the Truth and Healing Commission on Indian Boarding School Policy Act and calls for a “full accounting of the devastating impacts of the Indian boarding school policies that tore away generations of
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Native American children form their families and communities.”\(^{21}\) The creation of this Coalition and the resources that it provides offer a tremendous step forward in acknowledging, learning, and discussing the history of Indigenous people relations and the history of these boarding schools.

The announcement of the reintroduction of the Act and of a formal examination into the history of the Indian boarding schools in the United States was made at the 2021 National Congress of American Indians Mid-Year Conference by Secretary of the Interior Deb Haaland.\(^{22}\) The initiative may present an opportunity for the United States to initiate means for redress for the government’s historical actions and treatment towards Indians. In a memorandum, the Department detailed the proposal to investigate the “loss of human life and the lasting consequences of residential Indian boarding schools.”\(^{23}\) The Department further expressed that the discovery should encourage reflection on American history and the past policies of assimilation of Indigenous peoples initiated by the federal government of the United States.\(^{24}\) It further notes how the assimilationist policies and the legacy of Indian boarding schools manifest today throughout Indigenous communities through intergenerational trauma, abuse, disappearance and premature death.\(^{25}\) For over a century, the Department was responsible for the operation and oversight of these schools.\(^{26}\) Therefore, it must “shed light on the traumas of the past.”\(^{27}\) To do this, it proposes to collect information including enrollment records, maps, and administrative reports but emphasizes the need to discover records of cemeteries or potential burial sites in order to identify “all boarding schools that participated in the program and the students enrolled in each, along with each student’s Tribal affiliation” that could be contained in federal repositories and non-governmental operations.\(^{28}\) Importantly, the Memo also contains initiatives for the Bureau of Indian Affairs to seek consultation from tribal nations, and Native Hawaiian and Alaska Native organizations, to discuss cultural concerns and
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“proposed sitework.”

The importance of this communication with tribal nations cannot be overstated. In September of 2021, the Department announced that it would begin consulting with tribal nations. Specifically, the Department wrote letters inviting “Tribal governments, Alaska Native Corporations, and Native Hawaiian organizations to provide feedback on key issues for inclusion in the Department’s report and help lay the foundation for future sitework to protect potential burial sites and other sensitive information.”

The Assistant Secretary for Indian Affairs, Bryan Newland, noted that the inclusion of the tribes is a “necessary step” to “chart our path forward.” One reason that consultation with tribes is extremely necessary is that the investigation lays bare a difficult and painful history that continues to affect many tribal nations who will continue to bear the impacts and results of the investigation. In the September 30 press release, Secretary Haaland noted that “[T]ribal consultations are at the core of this long and painful process to address the inter-generational trauma of Indian boarding schools and to shed light on the truth in a way that honors those we have lost and those that continue suffer trauma.”

In its letters to the tribes, and to Native Hawaiian and Alaska Native organizations, the Department requested that they address a variety of topics including:

- Appropriate protocols on handling sensitive information in existing records;
- Ways to address cultural concerns and handling of information generated from existing records or from potential sitework activities;
- Potential repatriation of human remains, including cultural concerns and compliance with the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act;
- Future policy and procedure implementation to protect burial sites, locations, confidential information, and culturally sensitive information;
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• Management of sites of former boarding schools;
• Privacy issues or cultural concerns to be identified as part of the Initiative; and
• Other issues the Department should address in its review.\textsuperscript{34}

The entire effort was conducted in multiple phases and concluded with the submission of a final written report submitted on April 1, 2022.\textsuperscript{35} Proponents are hopeful and believe that Secretary Haaland is in a “pivotal position to uncover potential gravesites in America’s Indian boarding schools.”\textsuperscript{36}

This Comment explores the history of Indian boarding schools in the United States and Canada, including the differences between these countries’ attempts to offer redress for the impact that these schools have had and continue to have on Indian populations. Part II of this Comment will examine the historically intertwined relationship between the United States and Canadian boarding schools. Part III will discuss the effect that these schools have had and continue to have on Indigenous populations. Part IV will compare policies and actions taken in Canada to that of the United States. Lastly, Part V will discuss the potential paths that the United States could take to redress its deleterious history with Indigenous peoples and the obstacles that it could face in its investigation into the former federal Indian boarding schools in the United States.\textsuperscript{37}
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\textsuperscript{37} It is imperative to me as non-Indigenous author to acknowledge the deep historical trauma of boarding schools that I write about, and the privilege that exists in writing within that perspective. I use Native American and Indigenous People to address a multitude of tribes, reservations, and villages throughout the United States and Canada but recognize that although peoples may in some ways be linked through their collective experiences and through multi-generational traumas of emotional and physical injury, each tribe is unique in its culture, crafts, and beliefs.
II. History of Indian Boarding Schools in the United States

A. A Hunger for Land and the Dawes Act

A hunger for more land and the opportunity to expand propelled many actions of the United States in its early development. While the history of the United States and its interactions with Native Americans begins far earlier than the Dawes Act, it is evident that early Europeans’ goals of expansion and controlling land principally influenced these interactions. In order to continue and fulfill the expansion of the United States, principal initiatives were the divestment of land from Native Americans and assimilation practices, such as boarding schools. Particularly, Indian boarding schools in the United States were created and utilized with a very specific purpose: to help the government gather Indian land that was viewed as “unused” and “underdeveloped.” In 1887, Congress enacted the Dawes Act, also known as the General Allotment Act of 1887. The purpose of this act, in part, was to encourage Indian tribes to utilize land more “efficiently.” Creators and implementors of allotment policies believed that the allotment of land would weaken the tribal system, which prioritized communal property and shared resources, and would replace it with what was believed to be a greater respect of property and permanent residency rather than the nomadic life that many Native tribes lived. The Act allowed for tribal land to be surveyed and divided, and then, the head of each family would chose a 160-acre plot of land. The Dawes Act mandated allotment of land, but this sort of individual ownership of land was foreign to Native Americans. Frustration grew between white settlers and Native Americans over Native cultural practices and gender roles in field work. A following bill passed in 1891 which allowed for the leasing of land, and if the land was not worked, this provided a way
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for white settlers to utilize and profit from Native land. The Dawes Act is noted as the most important strategy utilized for assimilation, and hardly any reservation avoided allotment under the Act. Largely, the Act succeeded in damaging traditional tribal systems, gender roles, and cultural practices of Native Americans, leaving behind lasting effects of a violent history, poverty, and ill health.

Boarding schools would serve as the second tool to expand the United States through assimilation of Native Americans after allotment practices. Boarding schools have been described as “ideological and psychological [warfare] waged against children,” aimed at teaching Indigenous Americans English and fostering American values in order to encourage swift assimilation. The United States government attempted to form treaties that promised to build reservation schools for Native American children and tasked the act of educating the students to prominent religious groups and missionarieds. However, by the late 1800s, proponents of boarding schools felt that American Indian children spent too much time with their families in order to effectively assimilate. Consequently, the United States essentially abandoned its obligations and looked for other ways to assimilate American Indian children.

B. The First Boarding Schools

The first boarding schools were the Carlisle and Chemawa schools, established in Pennsylvania and Oregon, respectively. The schools were the product of Captain Richard Henry Pratt’s “civilization” program for Native prisoners within the Fort Marion prison. In 1879 Pratt opened The Carlisle Indian School which operated until 1917. Fifty-eight tribes were represented throughout the years that the school was in operation. Government subsidy, distributed to schools through the 1819 Civilization
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Fund, funded the Carlisle School, but the schools eventually gathered federal funding.\footnote{Stephen A. Colmant, \textit{U.S. and Canadian Boarding Schools: A Review, Past and Present}, 17 \textit{NATIVE AMERICANS} no. 42, Dec. 31, 2000, at 24 (ProQuest).} Pratt’s views regarding Native assimilation were immensely popular, notably coining the phrase “Kill the Indian in him, and save the man.”\footnote{See \textit{ANDREW WOOLFORD, THIS BENEVOLENT EXPERIMENT: INDIGENOUS BOARDING SCHOOLS, GENOCIDE, AND REDRESS IN CANADA AND THE UNITED STATES} 35–37 (2015).} In efforts to assimilate Native children, the school maintained a military structure and attitude regarding discipline.\footnote{Curcio, supra note 3, at 55.} The Carlisle School laid the foundation for what would later become a surge of schools. Several boarding schools continued to open and by 1895, over 15,000 students attended 157 boarding schools.\footnote{Curcio, supra note 3, at 57.} A smaller number of students attended day schools.\footnote{Id.}

Schools operated as institutions to instill principles that were very different from the traditional values of Native Americans: individualism and competition.\footnote{See \textit{Lacey, supra note 43}, at 341–43.} These principles (i.e., the significance of, and focus on a nuclear family, Christianity, and the ownership of property) fundamentally conflicted with those of Native Americans.\footnote{See Curcio, supra note 3, at 49.} Alternatively, much of Native culture is communal, rather than individualistic.\footnote{Lacey, \textit{supra} note 43, at 342.} However, this way of life was viewed as “lazy,” and the stereotype of the “lazy Indian,” to Europeans, demanded that they instill “proper Christian values.”\footnote{Id. at 330, 340–41.} For example, Native American practices of child-rearing were criticized as lacking structure and being too permissive; as a result, schools focused on discipline.\footnote{Id. at 347.}

Supporters of boarding school education believed that removing children from their tribal land would “civilize” and prepare them for citizenship, curbing the “Indian problem” that prevailed, as Native Americans expressed their culture and language.\footnote{\textit{CHILD, supra note} 47, at 13.} The schools were purposeful in their efforts towards creating an “American” work ethic and “love [for] property” in the students as well as traditional settler values.\footnote{Lacey, \textit{supra} note 43, at 358.} Boys were taught trades and maintenance of land and farm; girls were taught cleaning, ironing, and other
household skills.\textsuperscript{70} Thus, when the Dawes Act passed, it was akin to a “holiday” for proponents of assimilation and the use of boarding schools.\textsuperscript{71} The advocates of the boarding schools further justified the schools with the notion that it would be easier to detach students from their tribal traditions if they remained away from their homes and families until they finished their education.\textsuperscript{72} Boarding schools were seldom located near reservations.\textsuperscript{73} It was a cause for concern that the home environment would dissuade students from participating in the lessons at the boarding schools.\textsuperscript{74} This meant that many children attended schools away from their reservation and, therefore, would go for long periods of time before seeing their families again. In many ways the boarding schools worked to deprive Native Americans of their culture and values in order to mirror the values of the white settlers.

In 1891, Congress passed a mandatory boarding school attendance law for Native American students.\textsuperscript{75} In 1894 it became illegal to take students to schools outside of their home states without parental permission, but the law was often violated in what became known as “child snatching.”\textsuperscript{76} Children and parents alike opposed the law. For example, parents of the Hopi Tribe taught their children to avoid the agents by playing “hide and seek.”\textsuperscript{77} Congress further acted in 1893 to allow the Bureau of Indian Affairs to “withhold rations, clothing and other annuities from Indian parents or guardians who refuse[d] or neglect[ed] to send and keep their children of proper school age in some school a reasonable portion of each year.”\textsuperscript{78} However, agents of the Bureau of Indian Affairs had already been conducting this practice, and, even when the policy was changed a few years later, the practice continued.\textsuperscript{79} As students entered the schools, they were swiftly met with efforts to make them more “American.” Students were often viewed as dirty and unkempt, so they were given baths and received uniforms and shoes issued by the government.\textsuperscript{80} Boys had their hair cut short, stripping them of...
a piece of their culture that they adorned on themselves.81 American Indian children also had their identity detached in another way: the assignment of a new English name.82 The name is a fundamental aspect of anyone's identity and American Indian names typically hold cultural significance and are chosen with "great care and ceremony."83 The loss of their name reflected a severance from their culture.84 The fact that Native Americans were not Christians was a sufficient contribution to the belief that they were uncivilized.85 Since many schools were run by churches, children were also forced to practice Christianity.86

Most notably, amongst the changes that students had to endure, was the dissipation of their native language through “English-Only” policies.87 These policies would prove to be devastating to many children who would later reunite with their families only to face a new language barrier. John Rogers, a student at the Flandreau school in South Dakota, recalled learning to speak English, and upon leaving, he and his siblings “had forgotten much of the Indian language during our six years away from home.”88 However, another student recalled maintaining their language by speaking it while praying,89 and another by playing games with other students to see who could speak in their native language the longest.90 Students received harsh punishment for violating the English-Only rules, such as “[b]eatings, swats from rulers, having one’s mouth washed out with soap or lye, or being locked in the school jail.”91

In more modern schools however, physical punishment decreased as it began to be viewed as a teacher’s or staff’s failure to create obedience since physical punishment didn’t necessarily guarantee that children would change their behavior.92 Although the government attempted to regulate school superintendents and staffs’ use of violence, it remained in use when deemed necessary, namely when students engaged in theft, other misdemeanors, and
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Running away was a common attempt to maintain connection to family and tribes.\textsuperscript{94}

\textit{To admit that it was bad for you is a little disconcerting. One doesn’t want to be told that one’s education was highly faulty.}\textsuperscript{95}

The boarding school experience became more familiar in many communities and the coercion tactics of the government to enroll more students into boarding schools became more subtle.\textsuperscript{96} Parents suffering with no other means of support for their families would allow their children to attend these boarding schools.\textsuperscript{97} Parents hoped that the schools would result in greater opportunities for their children and that their children would “learn to deal with the white man.”\textsuperscript{98} Boarding schools also became more populated due to a lack of day schools present on reservations.\textsuperscript{99} These schools were absorbed into the community of Native Americans, because they had come to view them as a resource. Specifically, single parents became inclined to utilize boarding schools to their advantage between 1900 and 1940 when reservation life was challenging and often unpredictable.\textsuperscript{100} Parents would even write letters to the school asking for their child to be enrolled in hopes of relieving some financial hardship, while hoping that their children would receive more than what could have been offered by their families on the reservation.\textsuperscript{101} The perception of these schools as a resource provided increasing enrollment at a time that these schools had begun to receive criticism from various groups. In 1933, the Office of Indian Affairs sent a circular to the three schools advising them to accept enrollment only from the neediest children because enrollment was so high.\textsuperscript{102}

Many letters from parents to their children in these schools demonstrate the strife that parents and children alike faced by being separated from each other, as well as parental concerns for their child’s health and diet in the
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school. “For most Indian students, government boarding schools provided them with a minimal education and a minimum of care.”\textsuperscript{103} With so many schools throughout the United States the conditions of the schools varied, but by the early 1900s, the structure and integrity of many schools had diminished rapidly, and enrollment grew, as did disease and illness. In 1912, a study found that in fifty percent of the thirty boarding schools located in Oklahoma, the rate of trachoma had increased to almost seventy percent.\textsuperscript{104} Although illness was rampant through the boarding schools, it seems that the schools needed to maintain enrollment.

While schools received federal funding, sometimes these funds went to funding transportation costs and student recruitment.\textsuperscript{105} Basic necessities to ensure cleanliness and full meals were scarce and with many students, overcrowded and forced to be in such close contact with each other, many would often fall ill with various diseases, frequently resulting in death.\textsuperscript{106} The Meriam Report, an extensive government study conducted in 1928, described the inadequacy of the buildings to include fire hazards, poor ventilation, poor sanitation, and a prevalence of highly contagious diseases.\textsuperscript{107} Additionally, the Meriam Report revealed that many students were suffering from malnutrition due to a lack of food and poor food quality.\textsuperscript{108}

While the initial purpose of the schools was to teach work ethic and to encourage participation in wage labor, the labor that young boys participated in often supported and made money for the schools.\textsuperscript{109} Throughout the day, young children spent their time doing laundry or operating the schools’ dairies.\textsuperscript{110} In some cases, children were sent to work for white families with the idea to keep them from the uncivilized lifestyle of their families and to help them become used to working and living with white individuals.\textsuperscript{111} Children could be sent to work to harvest crops, and young girls could be
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expected to clean, cook, and do other domestic labor for households.\textsuperscript{112} These conditions taken together often resulted in disease and death.

Even after John Collier, the 1933 Commissioner of Indian Affairs and a vocal critic of the boarding schools, referred to the schools as “medieval forms of discipline,”\textsuperscript{113} the population of boarding schools remained higher than it had ever been in the 1920s, although many schools had already closed.\textsuperscript{114} By this time, improved record keeping began in schools, and surveys were taken as students entered the schools that analyzed a student’s “degree of blood,” their reservation and tribe, and the physical condition of the student.\textsuperscript{115} All of this was considered along with the students’ academic performance.\textsuperscript{116} Schools required government census and administrative bodies to cooperate in order to compile information pertaining to students for school agents to recruit and transport students.\textsuperscript{117} Overall, the Bureau of Indian Affairs began to overcome some of the obstacles in identifying tribes.\textsuperscript{118} Although the purpose of the schools had started to face opposition in differing communities, especially after the release of the Meriam Report, it was not until the Indian Reorganization Act passed in 1934 that the government began questioning the purpose and effectiveness of boarding schools.\textsuperscript{119} However, as boarding schools began to close, day schools took their place. In the 1930s, schools became more populated as they became “familiar” and “traditional” institutions, at the same time, states effectively distanced the schools from their original purpose that-the “habit of elimination.”\textsuperscript{120} But conditions had yet to substantially change by the late 1960s. In 1969 the government released another report detailing the disparaging state of the schools that noted a lack of support from school counselors and dormitory aids.\textsuperscript{121}
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III. Historical Relationship Between the United States and Canadian Boarding Schools: The United States Schools as the “Blueprint”

Canada’s legacy of residential Indian and Aboriginal boarding schools “has roots in the United States.”122 The history of Canada cannot be discussed without also discussing the violence towards Indigenous cultures and their sovereignty as a tool for assimilation. Scholar and academic liaison to Canada’s Truth and Reconciliation Commission, Paulette Regan, stated:

Settler violence against Indigenous peoples is woven into the fabric of Canadian history in an unbroken thread from past to present that we must now unravel, unsettling our comfortable assumptions about the past. At the same time, we must work as Indigenous allies to “restory” the dominant culture version of history; that is, we must make decolonizing space for Indigenous history—counter-narratives of diplomacy, law, and peacemaking practices—as told by Indigenous peoples themselves.123

Similarly, with the newfound push towards uncovering a similar history of settler violence towards Indigenous peoples in the United States, it is imperative that Indigenous voices be centered in the narrative. While we do not know the entire number of schools that existed in the United States due to poor documentation, we do know that more than twice the number of schools existed in Canada.124 It was not until about the nineteenth century that systematic efforts for the “Indian problem” in Canada began, but the first trials for residential schools happened near the seventeenth century.125 In the mid-1800s, the Canadian Indian Residential School system was formally established with a purpose, in part, to help Aboriginal people adopt to the dominant culture.126 Treaties that were enacted during this time contained provisions for government-funded reservation schools to be established in
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order to educate and prepare Aboriginal children for a different life. The Catholic Church controlled sixty percent of the schools, and children aged five through sixteen were mandated to attend these schools until the 1950s. Similarly, in the United States, religious groups established and ran mission schools prior to industrial style boarding schools such as the well-known Carlisle school established by Henry Pratt discussed above. Canadian residential schools, on average, lasted longer than the residential school system in the United States and there was no reformist period akin to that of the early to mid-1930s in the United States. However, the effect of this in Canada was that students typically entered the Canadian residential school system at earlier ages than they did in United States and the schools affected more generations of Indigenous children.

In 1850, the Act for the Better Protection of the Lands and Property of the Indians in Lower Canada was introduced, and the Act was considered to be one of the first pieces of legislation that set forth requirements “for a person to be considered a legal Indian.” Assessed on the basis of blood, the Act asserted that “legal Indians” were people of “Indian blood” and members of a “Body or Tribe of Indians.” In 1857 and 1869, the Gradual Civilization Act and the Gradual Enfranchisement Act were introduced, aimed at negating distinctions between Indigenous peoples by encouraging them to relinquish their status as Indigenous in exchange for property and voting rights.

The Indian Act was introduced in 1876, and since then has seen little modification. When introduced, the Act was aimed at establishing laws to encumber Indigenous people, including First Nations peoples, and ultimately eliminate Indigenous peoples through assimilation into the Euro-Canadian
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society. The “First Nations” consist of the first five Numbered Treaties made with the Canadian government prior to the Indian Act of 1876. The First Nations derive their legal identity as Indigenous through the Numbered Treaties rather than the Indian Act. The two most significant amendments took place in 1951 and 1985 to remove sections that had been deemed discriminatory. It is described as the “culmination of Indian policy in Canada” and its reach extends to nearly every aspect of an Indigenous person’s life from beginning to end, and arguably, after death. The Act determines whether a child will be eligible to be considered Indigenous and provides legal rights and privileges on the basis of this eligibility. The Act also affects individual’s ability to receive rights such as health care and education, and at an individual’s death, the Act determines their eligibility to be buried on a reservation. Professor and scholar Kiera L. Ladner describes Canadian policy as political genocide in reference to the “federal government’s policies and practices . . . designed to eliminate Indigenous sovereignty, Indigenous governments, and Indigenous constitutional orders.” Ladner further describes the Act as an effort to destroy “Indigenous structures and sovereignty” by replacing their systems with state governance and municipalities through which, Indigenous communities would govern themselves. Later amendments to the Act mandated Indigenous children attend residential schools.

Around the time that the Carlisle School was opening in the United States in 1879, a man named Nicholas Flood Davin was sent by the Canadian government to investigate how the United States was educating Native American children who toured Washington and Minnesota and met with the chiefs from the “Five Civilized Tribes.” Davin found the efforts of the United States to allot land to Indigenous People’s individually, rather than communal land ownership, favorable and he disfavored the concept of the day school in which he had seen. Along this tour, Davin observed a contract
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boarding school that was run by religious missionaries, and he was impressed with the funding that these schools received from the government, which became his pivotal focus for change in Indian education in Canada. Davin recommended that the Canadian federal government institute “a contract method” of Indian education:

Wherever the missionaries have schools, the Government should utilize those schools, if possible; that is to say, a contract should be made with the religious body controlling the school to board and educate and train industrially a certain number of pupils. This should be done without interfering with the small assistance at present give to the day-mission schools.

Davin was a proponent of the boarding schools and believed that the existing system of day schools ran by religious missions in Canada could be used as a “foundation for the residential school system” and could implement this method. Soon after Davin’s tour to the United States, several government-funded boarding schools managed by missionaries opened in Canada, including the Qua’Applle Industrial Schools in Saskatchewan run by the Roman Catholics, and others run by the Episcopalian, Methodist, and Presbyterian Churches. His recommendation included for these schools were specific teachers and salaries but, most notably, was his recommendation of coercive tactics to persuade parents to send their children to these schools by offering “extra rations for students who showed ‘special aptitudes or exceptional general quickness.’”

While the structure of the boarding schools in Canada was modeled after the industrial boarding schools in the United States, the two systems viewed student discipline somewhat differently. Henry Pratt’s use of a military style discipling influenced many of the boarding schools across the United States, but Canadian schools primarily utilized monastic models of discipline. Although the methods of discipline were different, the effect that the discipline systems had on students were similar. Both styles resulted in a diminishment of cultural identity and prohibited the use of native
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languages. The use of military discipline in the United States began to decline dramatically, and by the late 1920s, had mostly disappeared, whereas the monastic style of discipline used in Canadian residential schools continued into the 1950s. One method, the “Durieu system,” aimed at ridding Indigenous children of any behavior that was deemed unchristian and utilized strict rules, punishments, and even the use of Indian watchmen and informers who acted as agents to ensure conformity.

In Canada, the Assembly of First Nations described the Indian residential school system as “total institutions” where all activities of students were subject to regulation by the staff of the school. Similar to the systems of control used in American boarding schools described above, student actions in Canadian schools, from eating to playing and speaking, were supervised and controlled by school staff. While no two schools were the exact same, many of the schools throughout Canada used similar goals to deprive students of communicating in their Native language and force them to speak in English or French. An additional similarity between the schools was that proponents of the boarding schools feared that students would lose their education from the schools when they traveled home. Many of the superintendents of Canadian residential schools supported keeping visitors away from the schools, sometimes even if it meant involving police to enforce the rule. After World War II, the Canadian government began to utilize an integration approach rather than an assimilation approach. This meant that residential schools began to close their doors in areas where integration into the dominant school system was possible (and there were no available day schools). This tactic was thought to aid them in focusing on true integration that would mitigate “retrogression” or a return of students to their old ways once they returned to the reservation. In areas where residential schools continued to operate into the 1960s, almost all teachers were federal employees, and the schools were secular rather than under missionary control.
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IV. A Comparison of Canadian and United States’ Policies and Redress

Author Andrew Woolford asks two questions:

How is it possible that Canada has arrived at an Indian Residential School Settlement Agreement . . ., whereas redress measures in the United States are few and far between? Are the differences between the two countries and their deployment of Indigenous boarding schools enough to make the Canadian case for redress more compelling? 161

There ought to be no debate that the long history of boarding schools in the United States, and its impetus to the schools in Canada, offer no less of a coarse and detrimental impact on Indigenous peoples, their families, and tribes as a whole than Canada. It is reasonable to question then why the United States has fallen so far behind Canada in its reparations to Native Americans for its assimilation tactics. Perhaps Canada’s perspective of its history offers stark differences from the United States where the history of boarding schools is buried away in files, or worse, simply lost.

A. Canadian Policies and Reconciliation

The last of Canada’s federally funded residential schools closed its doors in 1984. 162 In 1998, survivors of the schools received an apology for the abuses endured throughout the operation of the schools from former Canadian Indian Affairs Minister, Jane Stewart. 163 Most importantly, the Canadian government and almost 86,000 survivors of the residential school system entered into a settlement agreement. 164 The Indian Residential Schools Settlement Agreement (IRSSA) is “the largest class-action settlement in Canadian history.” 165 As a result of the settlement, the survivors were awarded $1.9 billion, and between 2007 and 2015, over $70 million was delegated to the creation of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission and its ability to gather records to undergo a formal investigation into the schools and their effects on children and tribes. 166 In the six years following, the Commission collected over five million records, including the testimony of
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6,500 witnesses and survivors who described “rampant sexual violence, physical abuse and malnutrition in the resident schools.”

In hopes to engage the public during its investigation, the Truth and Reconciliation Commission hosted national events to “educate people about the history and legacy of the residential schools system, and share and honour the experiences of former students and their families.” Throughout the investigation process, 400 unmarked gravesites were discovered throughout Canada, but the Commission eventually depleted its resources. In 2012, the Commission petitioned the Canadian government for more resources but was ultimately rejected. The head of Archives for the National Center for Truth and Reconciliation at the University of Manitoba noted that the failure to receive more funds for research resulted in only a “preliminary” report of such a wide scope of research. Notably, in a report released in 2015, the Commission declared that the Indian Residential School System could “best be described as ‘cultural genocide.’” The Canadian government hopes to continue to “work closely with provinces, territories, First Nations, the Métis Nation, Inuit groups and church entities to implement recommendations of the TRC and further reconciliation to the benefit of all Canadians.” However, litigation extended further than the 2006 settlement. In fact, a class-action followed on behalf of day school survivors left out of the 2006 settlement, as well as on behalf of Aboriginal children who were children of residential school survivors, but were adopted out of their families in what is known as the “sixties scoop.” Further, although the Indian Residential Schools Settlement Agreement provided some redress, it is argued that frustration remains because many claims were dismissed per their statute of limitations.
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In June of 2021, the Canadian government proposed to settle a lawsuit petitioned by Indigenous peoples after the discovery of the gravesite in Kamloops. The Canadian government proposed to “provide C$10,000 ($8,259.00) to each survivor involved in the class action suit,” and additionally agreed to distribute $50 million CAD to Indigenous nonprofits to support Indigenous people’s cultural learning and well-being. The biggest difference in redress between the United States and Canada is Indigenous and Aboriginal Canadians’ ability to sue the Canadian government—which resulted in the large settlement of the Indian Residential Schools Settlement Agreement. Conversely, the United States explicitly provides a disclaimer in the apology that nothing in the section supports any cause of action or settlement of any claim against the United States, and many statutes of limitations would likely incapacitate any possibility that an individual or tribe could effectuate a claim against the United States. Another question is whether an apology is even wanted and if given, how it would serve as a form of justice and reconciliation. For example, the First Nations, Inuit, and Métis of Canada positively received the formal apology from Canadian Prime Minister Harper as “a symbolic act on a grand scale,” but other Indigenous leaders expressed disappointment in the sincerity of the apology and understatement of the mass trauma that resulted from boarding schools and how these schools as systems of assimilation continue to affect tribal culture. However, the issuance of an apology is still a valid opportunity and major step among many for the United States government to discuss and educate Americans of the traumatic history within Native relations.

B. United States’ Movement Toward Reconciliation

Unlike Canada, the United States does not have definitive information on the number of boarding schools that operated or the number of children who
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attended them. Neither has there been a formal accounting of the number of children who attended the boarding schools in the United States, the number of which died or went missing, nor an official a study on the long-term effects of these schools on Native populations.

It is estimated however, that government-funded schools in the United States affected more than one hundred thousand children. Although forced enrollment in boarding schools had become heavily scrutinized by the 1970s, and the overall number of operating schools began to decline, the country is left with many years of devastation towards Native families. This is one factor that makes the federal investigation so important; the federal government’s new commitment to a formal investigation and its final report to be published in April 2022 offers not only an opportunity to learn about this history which has been largely ignored or glossed over due to the inconvenience for those whose families and lives it did not and does not adversely affect. More importantly, it may offer peace and may even make slight amends to survivors and their families.

In the 1970s, the United States began to recognize one of the lasting effects of boarding schools: that Native children were displaced from their communities at far greater rates than non-Native children. Government officials removed Indian children from their homes and placed them into foster or adoptive homes at high rates similar to that of the “sixties scoop” which ravaged Canadian Indigenous families.

Government officials often cited alcoholism, lack of parental control, and neglect as justifications to remove children from their homes. In 1978, Congress passed the Indian Child Welfare Act (ICWA) to reverse the well-established policy of removing Indian children from their homes and to place children in Native homes. The law established the intention to keep Native American children within the Native American community if removal of a Native American child was required and justified.
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The Indian Child Welfare Act is a notable enactment in the government’s attempts to remedy its wrongs against Native Americans. The government expressly stated that it failed to recognize the “essential Tribal relations of Indian people and the cultural and social standards prevailing in Indian communities and families.” The Act grants tribal courts jurisdiction over proceedings which involve Native American children, and grants the courts the ability to consider tribal culture and customs when developing their decisions. The Indian Child Welfare Act served as the antecedent for further governmental action including the Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act of 1980 which focused on family preservation in the child welfare system. A subsequent act meant to positively affect tribal nations is the Tribal Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) which provides federal benefits to tribes to administer financial programs.

More recently, United States Senators, Sam Brownback and Byron Dorgan, unsuccessfully attempted to pass the stand-alone Native American Apology Resolution in 2009, intending to offer a formal apology to Native Americans for the historical abuses at the hands of the government. The proposed resolution stated that its purpose was to “acknowledge a long history of official depredations and ill-conceived policies by the Federal Government regarding Indian tribes and offer an apology to all Native Peoples on behalf of the United States.” Although the proposal was unsuccessful, it did pave a way for the 2009 “Apology to Native Peoples of the United States” (Apology) included in section 8113 of the House Defense Bill. The Apology “apologizes on behalf of the people of the United States to all Native Peoples for the many instances of violence, maltreatment, and neglect inflicted on Native Peoples by citizens of the United States” and “expresses its regret for the ramifications of former wrongs and its commitment to build on the positive relationships.” However, unlike the stand-alone bill proposed, the Apology has been called indirect and “watered
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“down” if even to be considered an apology at all from the government, as it was buried within the House Defense Bill and argued to have been hardly acknowledged.\textsuperscript{195} The Navajo Nation in particular was left unsatisfied by the “inappropriateness of the context and delivery of their apology.”\textsuperscript{196} It seems that the Navajo Nation agreed with the foundation of the Apology but not its delivery, and it is unclear if other tribes felt similarly.

The discussion of a formal apology from the U.S. government begs the question whether such an apology is necessary or even beneficial. It appears that an official, direct apology could be beneficial, and well received, as it would draw light to the history of assimilation tactics in the United States, but without action behind the apology, is easily dismissible. Further, the federal government’s newfound commitment to unearthing the abuses delivered at its hands through the control of boarding schools in the United States may garner the needed attentiveness to Native history in a more constructive fashion.

Since the announcement of the formal investigation into the history of Indian boarding schools in the United States, some positive steps have been made towards reconciliation by both state and federal governments. At the federal level, the Department of the Army announced in June of 2021 that the remains of ten Native American and Alaska Native children who attended the Carlisle Indian Industrial School would be returned.\textsuperscript{197} The United States Army War College sits upon the grounds of the Carlisle School, and the Department of the Army remains in oversight of the cemetery.\textsuperscript{198} The Department of the Army stated that the disinter, transportation, and reinterment of the remains into private cemeteries will be conducted “[a]t the request of the closest living relative for each decedent,” and the cemeteries are chosen by the families with all costs covered by the government.\textsuperscript{199} One child was of Saint Paul Island in Alaska’s Bering Sea and nine of the children were of the Rosebud Sioux Tribe in South Dakota.\textsuperscript{200} The intent to reunite families with the remains of their loved ones may serve as an encouraging
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indication as to how the United States will uphold the goals of its investigation.

At the state level, federal recognition and dialogue has sparked some states to offer apologies for their states’ use of boarding schools and for the impact that the schools had on their tribal populations. In October of 2021, in recognition of Indigenous People’s Day, the state governments of Wisconsin and Nevada made formal apologies for their state’s roles in Indigenous boarding schools.201 Further, it was reported in January of 2022, that many Catholic dioceses across the nation have undertaken an evaluation of their church’s role in the operation of boarding schools.202 Importantly, these inquiries have resulted in searches for evidence and records of students who attended these schools. For example, four dioceses in Minnesota met with tribal leaders to determine how to best utilize their efforts to investigate the schools that were associated with the church.203 Additionally, the Jesuit Conference of Canada and the United States tasked a researcher with investigating United States boarding schools that operated across the Rocky Mountains, Great Plains, and Alaska.204

It is arguable that without action supporting an apology, the value of an apology is questionable. Particularly since the “hallmark” of an apology is often said to be changed behavior, how both the state and federal government could effectively begin to remedy the harm that Indigenous boarding schools caused, remains to be seen. However, states’ collaboration with churches demonstrates a substantial first step is the recognition of the churches’ contributions to this history and the collaboration can also assist in uncovering records for these schools and communities and further effectuate stronger relationships between states and tribal nations.
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C. Modern Boarding Schools

The Native languages that were once strictly forbidden here now echo through hallways and in your dorm room conversations at night. . . The traditions that this school was designed to destroy are now expressed in every square foot of this building.205

Additional efforts by the government regarding Native education have been established,206 such as the Bureau’s overseeing of off-reservation boarding schools in the states of Oklahoma, California, Oregon, and South Dakota, and are paired with efforts to be culturally appropriate.207 The support of these schools offers a way in which communities can support Indigenous peoples. In 2019, the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Policy and Economic Development of Indian Affairs at the Department of the Interior stated that the policies and treatment within historical boarding schools “could not be more antithetical to our goals for our children today.”208 In today’s boarding schools, the goal is to equip children with high quality education alongside healthy lifestyles. Riverside Indian School, in Anadarko, Oklahoma, is the largest off-reservation school and the oldest boarding school in the United States as it has been attended since 1871.209 However, the modern boarding school prioritizes development of students and staff through “cultural, spiritual, physical, technological and academic experiences.”210 The Cherokee Nation operates another school, Sequoyah High School, located in Tahlequah, Oklahoma, receiving funding from the Bureau of Indian Education.211 Notably different from the original tactics of boarding schools, modern Indian schools such as Riverside and Sequoyah accept students’ applications for enrollment.212 Riverside’s focus is on
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educating the student using a holistic approach to set strong foundations for student academic achievement, personal growth, and healthy living in an environment that celebrates students’ cultures. Sequoyah High School prides itself on its offering, celebrating, and preserving Cherokee language through its immersion school as well as its competitive athletics. A long way from the traumatic legacy of boarding schools, modern schools seem to demonstrate a positive education option for students to explore their cultural heritage and encourage their academic success.

The conjunction of positive efforts by the Bureau, as well as community involvement, aids to develop stronger relationships between tribes and the federal government. In review of the Broken Promises Report, Deputy Assistant Secretary for Management in the Office of Assistant Secretary for Indian Affairs, Jason Freihage, noted that not only has the office worked to develop strong relationships with tribes, but also to ensure that proper services are delivered to tribes through the Bureau of Indian Affairs. As part of its efforts, the Bureau’s budget would allow for the Bureau to increase capacity and deliver better services to the schools. The Bureau also has in place programs for safety and justice to support tribal law enforcement and corrections programs; health and human services, such as maintaining efficient programs for welfare assistance; support of the Violence Against Women Act; and mitigation and combat of the effects of the opioid crisis in tribal communities.

V. Potential Obstacles the United States Faces in Its Investigation

"Just hoping that this might be the time that people in the United States will listen."

Canada’s experiences in locating school records and its recent discovery of burial sites along its former boarding schools offers some insight into the difficulties that the United States may face. For example, Canada discovered a large challenge in identifying the number of students who attended
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boarding schools altogether. The United States stands to face similar issues since records of the students who attended these schools are "inaccurate, scattered, and missing". Additionally, even as schools did partake in record-keeping, these records may have been destroyed over numerous years. For example, the Mount Pleasant Indian Industrial Boarding School located in Michigan operated under the federal government for over forty years, from 1893 to 1943. Within those forty years, the United States only maintained records of five deaths but once the State of Michigan returned the land the Saginaw Chippewa Indian Tribe in 2010, records showed that at least 227 children had died or gone missing.

Further, as Canada has also discovered, many of the gravesites surrounding former Canadian boarding schools were unmarked or at least seem to have been left unmarked. One reason that many gravesites were often left without marking the headstones of students, like the multiple that were discovered using radar this year, is that residential schools traveled through periods of extremely high death rates, which resulted in quick, record-less burials. Furthermore, even if sites were marked, it could be difficult to decipher many of them as many headstones needed to be made and done so inexpensively. Therefore, many headstones were made of wooden crosses, and they would decay within a few generations. Exceptionally high mortality combined with poor record keeping within the schools resulted in the estimation that the total deaths could be between 6,000 and 25,000 by the Truth and Reconciliation Commission. A striking range of deaths demonstrable by the uncovering of mass unmarked gravesites would prove to be difficult to survey.

The United States may also find issue in reuniting families with remains of loved ones, because many sites contained not only children but also former staff and administrators. Although modern schools improved their record-keeping, the ability to determine students and their respective tribes may come with less of a challenge, but not without a large expense. For example,
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as part of the Indian Residential Schools Settlement Act, the Canadian Truth and Reconciliation Commission was tasked with investigating federal boarding schools and eventually lacked the funds it needed to continue to its investigation. It would not be surprising if the United States faced similar hurdles in funding such a large task throughout the United States. In 2021, around 1,000 graves were discovered across two former Indian Residential Schools in Canada. In comparison, the United States government operated hundreds of boarding schools across the nation for over more than one hundred years. The magnitude of children discovered at just these few institutions leaves a grim preview of the discoveries to be made surrounding the boarding schools operated within the United States. As records are uncovered, so is a brutal history that Native communities will brace to face head on. Specifically, the discovery of burial sites where the bodies of their ancestors lay carries a looming cloud of grief and ache, and it is unimaginable what storm is to be felt upon the discovery of the sites. This reinforces the need for collaboration between the federal government and tribal nations. This investigation is as daunting as it is delicate.

Additionally, a looming question is what happens after the submission of the report in April 2022. What next steps ought tribal nations expect? In Canada, as referenced, survivors and decedents managed a large settlement as a result of the Truth and Healing Commission’s exploration, but this is notably not an option in the United States. In any manner, a substantial question is how do settlements affect individual Indigenous peoples? Specific tribes? The settlements such as the Indian Residential Schools Settlement Agreement reflect a substantial burden on the typical Canadian taxpayer as well, arguably misplacing the blame from the Canadian government as a consequence of their actions to the generations of victims receiving what could be considered as “handouts” ironically furthering the “lazy Indian” trope. Recognizing this, is the argument for a form of “reparations” viable?

Another substantial obstacle that the United States may face in its efforts to encourage dialogue surrounding the historical treatment of Native Americans in this country are the many critics who see historical education as a political plight rather than the story of the nation that has shaped the lives of individuals, families, and tribes today. For example, debates have materialized which condemn the teaching of critical historical aspects which shape the way that our nation developed, and which continue to influence the
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structures of society today. In particular, debates over “Critical Race Theory” have become increasingly prevalent in media and news outlets as the concept has garnered applause and harsh criticism. Critical Race Theory is defined as a “practice of interrogating the role of race and racism in society” to “critique[] how the social construction of race and institutionalized racism perpetuate a racial caste system that relegates people of color.”

Some states have enacted statutes which aim to limit the conversations in the classroom surrounding racism and racial influence, and many of the laws passed by state legislatures directly affect teaching about colonization, assimilation, Indigenous people, western expansion, and Native sovereignty. However, proponents of Critical Race Theory argue that it limits the honest conversations to be discussed in the classroom such that “laws and bans will only add to the feelings of exclusion, marginalization, and erasure that many Natives Americans already encounter as they matriculate through the American education system.”

While the discussion of American Indian and government relations is not easy and certainly not comfortable, the erasure of the dialogue effectively effaces the connection to the very real history which continues to impact Indigenous students, families, and tribes.

Many Indigenous communities share the experience of intergenerational trauma, such as that brought on by the experiences of the forced assimilation tactics of federal boarding schools, but their actual lived experiences are not necessarily the same. As author Andrew Woolford stated, “To connect these experiences [poverty, high food costs, poor quality housing] solely to the historical wrongs rather than the current problems would be a disservice to ongoing demands for social justice in Indigenous communities.” However, it is certain that assimilation policies did attempt to eradicate Native culture, leaving behind broken languages and cultures. It is necessary to note the many ways in which Native Americans do not experience equity in the United States. For instance, tribal reservations generally exist on land held in trust by the federal government, therefore, unlike the traditional public school system in the United States, which relies on property taxes to fund schools, tribal nations generally rely upon the Bureau of Indian Education for the
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management of its schools.\textsuperscript{232} Meanwhile, it’s fiercely argued that the Bureau has largely neglected its duties to adhere to its responsibilities overseeing the educational attainment and progress of students.\textsuperscript{233}

Another hurdle that the United States must overcome is the ways in which it can effectively address the disparate impacts that its abusive history continues to have on Native Americans from health to education and everything in between. The blend of deeply rooted historical trauma and flawed programs and policies have created increased educational, health, and financial disparities compared to that of the general population—ranking Native Americans at the bottom or nearly the bottom in social, health, and economic indicators.\textsuperscript{234} According to the National Council on Aging, Native Americans (and Alaska Native) have the highest poverty rates, and maintain a higher unemployment rate than the national average.\textsuperscript{235} Further, 16.7 percent of Native children lack health insurance coverage, while 26.4 percent of Native adults aged 18 to 24 are without health insurance.\textsuperscript{236} Indigenous children are also overrepresented in foster care at a rate of 2.7 times greater than their white peers.\textsuperscript{237} Most devastatingly, in terms of mental health, suicide is the second leading cause of death for American Indian youth aged ten to twenty-four, which places teen suicide rates 3.5 times greater than the national average.\textsuperscript{238}
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VI. Conclusion

The Department of the Interior’s federal investigation into the history of Indian boarding schools in the United States offers a pronounced step towards uncovering the history and the painful truths of the injustice and violence towards Native Americans and can serve as a foundation to facilitating justice. The investigation is full of hurdles including an extremely lacking record of schools and the numbers of students who have attended and available options for adequate remedies.

The biggest influence that the government’s investigation offers is an honest dialogue of its unforgiving history of violence and may as well offer hope for appropriate reconciliation for the families and tribes of former students that continue to carry the burden of its impacts. It seems uncertain what actions may come after the final report, but with the assistance of organizations such as the National Native American Boarding School Healing Coalition, and the efforts to listen to tribes’ cultural concerns regarding the investigation, there is some opportunity for the country to learn and build towards reconciliation.

While no action can wholeheartedly remedy the irreparable harm and trauma that these schools caused to its students, their families, tribes, and decedents, Americans can seek to understand the historical context of these actions, and educate one another, on the history that continues to permeate the lives and livelihood of Indigenous families and tribes today.